Zaus/DownesInc

RetailExhibits
Zaus/Downes Inc. has done the planning,
theming, and concept design for many retail
situations including Point-Of-Purchase and
Point-Of-Sale items. We have developed creative solutions for Travelling Exhibits,
Interactive Exhibits, and many others.
We often fabricate the things we design, providing an efficient price point while maintaining a discerningly high quality level. We are
designers who build, not builders who design.

85 Franklin Street
New York, New York 10013 - 3408
212 431 6031 / 800 355 6031
fax 212 431 5917
e-mail dzaus@zausdownes.com
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Gillette At
Bloomingdales
Platinum Razors
Barbers, razors, videos, POP displays, NYC on Third Ave. Get a
free shave. Plexiglas barrier walls
(men really like their privacy).
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Michael Jackson
“History”
Pulsing neon architecture
at Sony’s NYC headquarters. A retrospective
overview of an entire
career. An interactive
extraveganza. Video,
audio, moonwalking
shoes, and THE red
leather jacket.
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Sony Plaza Store - NYC
“Michael Jackson”
Translucent scrims drastically changed appearance as
the day brought different lighting conditions. Opaque
in the morning .Shifting light in mid-day. A ghost
image in the evenings. The neon behind it pulsed right
through inviting retail visitors.
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Light show
Michael Jackson
Rear lit, front lit,
core lit, neon,
timers, pulsers, theatrical scrims,
translucent panels,
reflections, projections, video - all
combined to create
a presence in time to
the tempo of the
music. This rectangular light cube , the
center of the exhibit,
never looked the
same - always in the
process of change.
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Converse All-Stars
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16 Gauge steel
Powder epoxy coated
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Athleisure
A retail display home for
the Chuck Taylor classics.
A painted and silk
screened metal POP with
a plywood header and
stainless steel shoe
shelves and pod feet.
Nested into 3 sections for
easy UPS shipping.
This is the prototype for
over 1000 units.
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Typical: one of twelve holes
prepunched to receive
shelf brackets.

Three units are bolted together
from inside the unit by vendor.
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POP
Shoe shelves

Injection molded, with a dimensional “CONVERSE” logo on a textured background.
With insert interchangablegraphic cards - Custom finish, custom color, custom design.
ZDI produced over 80,000 of these POP elements in different creative configurations.
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A piece of mold
POS / POP
Performance footwear products needed their own
stage. One that boosts image but doesn’t overwhelm the product. This shelf is the bottom quarter
of the mold we made for Converse.
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Converse - All over the
world
Point Of Purchase
A tower made of 8 injection molded elements back to back. A folded
metal base features a laser-cut
logo. All metal parts are powder
epoxy coated. ZDI designed and
produced these units Over 1000
units shipped worldwide.

Everything displayed here went into
three easy to handle UPS - friendly
shipping boxes.
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TRADESHOW EXHIBITS

Volatile Business Climates
inspired a weather map treatment for
this portable carry-along exhibit. Our
client insures against bad weather
The art is a pastel original illustration
of Pacific weather patterns. Overlaid
with map graphics, longitude and latitude.
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TRAVELLING SHOWS

The Virginia Slims Trunk Show & Revue
A static fashion show. A live fashion show. A theatre.
Old time photographers and a lot more. Louis Vuiton
steamer trunks provided the inspiration for this very
portable show that travelled to major shopping malls
across the nation. Every trunk featured a turn-of-thecentury dress with today’s fashion equivelant.
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Georgia Pacific Visitor’s Center
A model for an elaborate center for downtown Atlanta. Includes film and AV chambers, printing
exhibits, catwalks, waterfalls, and indoor sculptural trees made out of painted wood products.
Also a walk-in woodchip pile that contains an interactive/audio forest and an AV presentation.

VISITOR’S CENTER
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TRADESHOW

Sony N.A.B.
Nat’l Assn. of Broadcasters
This model inspired a total change
for Sony’s exhibit design. Flying
saucers with open grids ended the
era of “walled castle” designs and
invited visitors rather than challenged them.

